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WHITE IMMIGRATION-0ontinued.

LABOR-continued.
LAITY, J., MND TREMBATH, J.

whites cannot support their families by reason of Chinese
competition, 99.

Low, F. F.
the Chinese in California possibly prevent white labor from

coming. 187.
PAwsôlN, J.

skilled white labor can find employment, but, unskilled cau-
not, 133.

ROBINS, S. M.
with a free immigration of white labor Cliinese could be disperised

with, 119.
ROBSON, HON. J.

white labor prevented from coming In through presence of
Chinese, 65.

SLANSON A.
white labor would be on hand but for the Chinese, 176.

WAño;B].
whites, especially mechanies, can find employment, 86.

WHEELEB, A.
white labor could have been obtained at.a sufficient price, 289.
the disadvantage of the displacement of white labor discus-

sed, 289.
WILsoT, C.

white men cannot compete with Chinese, 60.
WINN, A.-M.

Chinese keep out white labor, 245,
men of family can only get Chinese wages, 245.

YOUNG, J.
a comparatively limited number- of whites can fUnd employ-

ment, 89.

LABORERS:
BRIGGs, A. R.

consumers and producers, 2.
CREASE, HON. MR. JUSTICE.

difflculty of holding white laborers, 145.
BENNETT, N.

two dollars a day and tents given to whites, 171,
where they are employed one in ten settle, 171.

HELMCKEN, DR.
feel that the Chinese take their work, 51t
If protected some manufactures must cease, 57.

KENNEDY, J. B.

many have to leave because too many Chinese are employed, 106.
Low, F. F

a percentage of white laborers become settlers, 185.
PIxLEY:, F. M.

their presence prevents the immigration of white laborers 180.

WILSON, CHARLES:
witness (British Columbia, 1884) 59-61.

WINx, ALBERT M.:
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A., 245.

WOMEN:
See Chbinese Immigration; also " Prostitutes" under same head.

WôODS, DAVID O.
abstract of evidence (1876) Appendix A, 354.

WooLLENîs':
See Manufactures.

ÚONG, JAMES:
documentary (answers to questions) 87-90.
statementput in to commissioneis, 115-120.


